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The role of International Awards for Professionals (IAP) is, to provide 
you as much information on online education and standardised 
through the tools available on our accreditation system. We hope to 
help you make an informed choice regarding your education or learn-
ing and have the confidence that our accreditation is here to improve 
the quality of online education.

 IAP is the accrediting body that establishes monitors and continually 
develops the educational standards of online teaching institutions.

IAP reassures users and gives credibility to providers by developing 
policies which set consistently high standards.

We support learners by providing information and resources to help 
them make choices that can assist in reaching their goals and ideals.

Our purpose is to repetitively improve and maintain quality as-
surance in online education and its products. We do this by es-
tablishing, monitoring and developing objective and verifiable 
standards which online courses and providers must meet in 
order to qualify as a quality education provider.

About Us

Purpose & Ethos

Dennis is also highly experienced in ‘real world’ business having initially 
worked for over 16 years in the leisure and entertainment industry which 
included being engaged as Quality and Customer Service Training     
Consultant for Granada TV Rental UK where he was instrumental in 
helping the business become the first in the retail industry to achieve 
accreditation to ISO 9000.

Dennis has extensive educational experience 
having been both a Business Studies Teacher 
and Course Team Leader in the FE Sector for 
over 24 years. His passion for teaching has 
seen him help thousands of students achieve 
both their educational and personal goals.
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.Raising and promoting high educational standards.

Encouraging the development of improvements in the fields of 
online education.
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Company Structure We makes sure that the course provider offers 
first class IT infrastructure and has clearly defined goals, and stan-
dards to enhance the learner’s experience.

Offers Significant Benefit The course has been fully checked to 
make sure it offers significant benefit to the end user.

Clearly Defined Aims & Goals IAP ensures that each course has 
clear aims and objectives and that the course is supported by the ap-
propriate literature/ media including workbooks, hand-outs, and 
videos.

Accessible to everyone Users of all learning abilities can learn and 
enjoy the benefits of the course.

Support The course provider’s customer support department has 
been tested to confirm that learners taking the course will receive ad-
equate response to their inquiries.

Backed by Tutors Course is backed up by a fully trained tutor/as-
sessor who can be contacted by course participants.

Complaints Procedure The course provider must have a valid com-
plaints procedure in place that aims to deal with all complaints in an 
effective and timely manner.

Compatible with All Devices The course is compatible with all major 
devices, and operating systems- including tablets and smart phones. 

Policy & standards for quality assurance 
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Apply Now 

Required Standards for Accreditation 

�All online courses should be outlined clear and easy to understand 

learning goals and course objectives. 

�All learning objectives are presented in a logical order. 

� All content and practice exercises in each course are faithful to 

that course's learning goals and objectives. 

� Each assessment of ability or knowledge either during a course or 
on completion adequately judges students 
achievement for that stage and the results are clearly 
shown. 

Eligibility Requirements 

� The provider is financially stable and has sufficient cash flow to sup
port its operations. 

� The provider follows ethical standards in its operations and uses a 
name that is not associated with any activity that can negatively 
impact IAP reputation. 

� The provider exercises non-discrimination in its treatment of learn
ers and staff. 

� The provider maintains and provides access to resources that ap
propriately support the courses it offers. 



Learners’ Registration
For you and for us to easily keep track, register the names and other 
details of your learners on iAP website right after enrolment.

Quality Assurance
QA is done by online (virtual) QA system.

Course Completion Certification
OnOnce a course has been certified by us, we will provide certificates to 
successful students who have completed the accredited training 
course.

Before the Accreditation

After the Accreditation
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FAQ 

Providers FAQ
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Assurance that practices, materials, and other educational activities 
implemented within a course meet or exceed established standards.

Opportunity to gain new knowledge and skills that will prepare the 
learner to be career-ready.

Better career prospects, as more and more employers seek to hire 
applicants from accredited programs.

IAP accreditation assures all potential students of the quality and 
high standards of your courses.

Benefits of Accreditation to Students

0203 874 9355
Telephone:

info@iap-uk.org
Email:

406 White Horse LaneLondon E1 3FY
Location:


